
Spatio-temporal representation and reasoningbased on RCC-8Frank Wolter and Michael ZakharyaschevInstitut f�ur Informatik, Universit�at LeipzigAugustus-Platz 10-11, 04109 Leipzig, Germany;Division of Arti�cial Intelligence, School of Computer StudiesUniversity of Leeds, Leeds LS2 9JT, England(emails: wolter@informatik.uni-leipzig.de, mz@scs.leeds.ac.uk)December 21, 19991 IntroductionQualitative representation and reasoning|as a �eld within AI|has been quitesuccessful in dealing with both time and space. There exists a wide spectrum oftemporal languages (see e.g. [1, 14, 32]). There is a variety of spatial formalisms(e.g. [7, 9, 21, 26]). In both cases e�ective reasoning procedures have beendeveloped and implemented (e.g. [20, 18, 25, 13, 2, 29]). The next apparentand natural step would be to combine these two kinds of reasoning.The importance of such a step for both theory and applications is beyond anydoubt. And of course there have been attempts to construct spatio-temporalhybrids. For example, Clarke's [7, 8] intended interpretation of his region-basedcalculus was spatio-temporal. Region Connection Calculus RCC of [26] con-tained a function space(x; t) for representing the space occupied by object xat moment of time t. Muller [24] developed a �rst-order theory for reasoningabout motion of spatial entities. However, in contrast to the `one-dimensional'temporal and spatial cases, no e�ective procedures capable of reasoning aboutspace in time have been developed.The main aim of this paper is to introduce a hierarchy of languages intendedfor qualitative spatio-temporal representation and reasoning, provide these lan-guages with topological temporal semantics, construct e�ective reasoning algo-rithms, and estimate their computational complexity.The languages we propose are combinations of two well-known and well-understood formalisms in temporal and spatial reasoning. The spatial compo-nent is the fragment RCC-8 of RCC containing eight jointly exhaustive and pair-wise disjoint base relations between spatial regions. This fragment has attractedconsiderable attention of the spatial reasoning community [2, 3, 19, 27, 28, 29].First, it is su�ciently expressive for various application purposes, say in GIS.And second, RCC-8 has nice computational properties: it turns out to be de-cidable [2], in fact NP-complete [29]. Actually, the latter results were obtained1



by means of encoding RCC-8 in the well-known propositional modal logic S4(whose necessity operator can be interpreted as the interior operator in topo-logical spaces) extended with the universal modality. This makes natural thechoice of the temporal component|the point based propositional temporal logicPTL with the binary operators `Since' and `Until' based on the ow of timehN; <i, rather than Allen's interval calculus which is spiritually closer to RCC.(We hope the examples below and the obtained results will convince the readerthat these two formalisms �t together perfectly well indeed.)PTL is one of the best known temporal logics which has found many ap-plications in CS and AI (e.g. program veri�cation and speci�cation [22, 23],distributed and multi-agent systems [11], or temporal databases [6]). It is de-cidable and PSPACE-complete (see e.g. [14]). Thus, the problem of construct-ing e�ective spatio-temporal formalisms can be viewed as designing decidabletwo-dimensional modal logics one dimension of which is a topological space andanother one the ow of time hN; <i.1 The idea of using such kind of multi-dimensional modal logics for spatio-temporal reasoning has recently been advo-cated by Bennett and Cohn [4].The computational behaviour of a combined spatio-temporal logic depends(i) on the choice of spatial and temporal operators, and (ii) on the degree ofthe permitted interaction between them. These two parameters give rise to ahierarchy of possible languages.The simplest one, ST 0, allows applications of the temporal operators Sinceand Until (as well as the booleans) only to RCC-8 formulas. (Actually eventhis language is enough to express, for instance, the assumption that changeis continuous, or the notion of conceptual neighbourhoods; see e.g. [10].) Themost expressive one, ST +2 , makes it possible to form unions, intersections, andcomplementations of spatial regions, and to apply temporal operators to bothformulas and region terms (for instance, X denotes the state of region X`tomorrow').The natural semantics for these languages are temporal models forPTL eachstate in which is some �xed topological space. We prove that the satis�abilityproblem for all our languages in topological temporal models is decidable, withthe computational complexity ranging from NP to EXPSPACE. We also studythe structure of the simplest topological spaces that are enough to satisfy allsatis�able ST +2 -formulas, and consider the problem of realising spatio-temporalformulas in models based on Euclidean space.2 Region connection calculusFull RCC. RCC|Region Connection Calculus|is a �rst-order theory de-signed by Randell, Cui, and Cohn [26] for qualitative spatial representation andreasoning. The language of RCC contains only one primitive predicate C(X;Y )which is read `region X is connected with region Y '. Starting from this, one can1Actually, the obtained results can be generalized to some other ows of time, for instancehZ;<i or hR;<i.
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de�ne other kinds of relations between spatial regions. The basic ones are:DC(X;Y ) `X and Y are disconnected,'EC(X;Y ) `X is externally connected to Y ,'PO(X;Y ) `X partially overlaps Y ,'EQ(X;Y ) `X is identical with Y ,'TPP(X;Y ) `X is a tangential proper part of Y ,'TPP�1(X;Y ) `Y is a tangential proper part of X ,'NTPP(X;Y ) `X is a nontangential proper part of Y ,'NTPP�1(X;Y ) `Y is a nontangential proper part of X .'The intended models of RCC are topological spaces T = hU; Ii, where U isa non-empty set, the universe of the space, and I an interior operator on Usatisfying the usual Kuratowski axioms. Individual variables of RCC rangeover non-empty regular closed sets of T, i.e., an assignment in T is a map aassociating with every variable X a set a(X) � U such that a(X) 6= ; anda(X) = C Ia(X), where C is the closure operator on U dual to I. The intendedmeaning of C(X;Y )|`regions X and Y share at least one point'|is formalizedthen as follows: T j=a C(X;Y ) i� a(X) \ a(Y ) 6= ;:From the computational point of view RCC is too expressive: as was observedby Gotts [17], the full �rst-order theory of RCC is undecidable. Fortunately,there are various decidable (and even tractable) fragments of RCC. One of themost important is known as RCC-8.RCC-8. If we are interested only in relationships between spatial regions with-out taking into account their topological shape, then the eight predicates aboveare enough: they are jointly exhaustive and pairwise disjoint, which means thatany two regions stand precisely in one of these eight relations. Moreover, accord-ing to the experiments reported by Renz and Nebel [28], the eight predicatesturn out to be conceptually cognitive adequate in the sense that people indeeddistinguish between those relations.Formally, the language of RCC-8 consists of a set of individual variables,called region variables, the eight binary predicates DC, EC, PO, EQ, TPP,TPP�1, NTPP, NTPP�1, and the booleans out of which we can construct inthe usual way spatial formulas.The main reasoning task for RCC-8 can be formulated as follows:� given a �nite set � of spatial formulas, decide whether � is satis�able (orrealizable) in a topological space, i.e., whether there exists a topologicalspace T and an assignments a in it such that T j=a �.(The predicates in � are replaced with their de�nitions via C.)That this satis�ability problem is decidable was shown by Bennett [2, 3] whoencoded RCC-8 in propositional intuitionistic logic and modal system S4 usingthe well-known fact that both of them are complete with respect to topologi-cal spaces [30, 31]. An elementary proof of the correctness of the encoding isprovided in [?]. To see the intuition behind this encoding, it su�ces to observe3



that C and the eight predicates of RCC8 can be represented in the one-variablefragment of the �rst-order language of topological spaces. For instance,C(X1; X2) 9x x 2 X1 \X2;DC(X1; X2) :9x x 2 X1 \X2;EC(X1; X2) C(X1; X2) ^ :9x x 2 IX1 \ IX2;PO(X1; X2) 9x x 2 IX1 \ IX2^ 9x x 2 IX1 \ :X2 ^ 9x x 2 :X1 \ IX2;EQ(X1; X2) 8x (x 2 X1 $ x 2 X2);TPP(X1; X2) 8x x 2 :X1 [X2 ^ 9x x 2 X1 \ C:X2 ^ 9x x 2 :X1 \X2;NTPP(X1; X2) 8x x 2 :X1 [ IX2^ 9x x 2 :X1 \X2:The requirements of non-emptiness and regularity are also expressible in thisfragment: NE(X0) 9x x 2 X0;Regular(X0) 8x x 2 I:X0 [ C IX0:Now, by replacing the quanti�ers 8x and 9x with the universal necessity andpossibility operators denoted here by 8 and 9, respectively, associating withevery region variable Xi a propositional variable pi and representing topologicalterms as the corresponding S4-formulas with necessity I and possibility C, weobtain bimodal formulas of the form:(DC(X1; X2))� = :9(p1 ^ p2);(EC(X1; X2))� = 9(p1 ^ p2) ^ :9(Ip1 ^ Ip2);(PO(X1; X2))� = 9(Ip1 ^ Ip2) ^ 9(Ip1 ^ :p2) ^ 9(:p1 ^ Ip2);(EQ(X1; X2))� = 8(p1 $ p2);(TPP(X1; X2))� = 8(:p1 _ p2) ^ 9(p1 ^C:p2) ^ 9(:p1 ^ p2);(NTPP(X1; X2))� = 8(:p1 _ Ip2) ^ 9(:p1 ^ p2);(NE(X0))� = 9p0;(Regular(X0))� = 8(I:p0 _CIp0):Given a spatial formula ', denote by '� the result of replacing all occurrencesof the RCC-8 predicates R(Xi; Xj) in ' by the corresponding bimodal formulas(R(Xi; Xj))�. And then put'y = '� ^ ^p2sub'�(9p ^ 8(I:p _CIp)):Having recalled the topological interpretation of S4, it is not hard to see that' is satis�able in a topological space i� 'y is satis�able in a Kripke model forthe propositional bimodal logic S4u, i.e., Lewis' S4 with universal modality.Such models have the form M = hF;Vi, where F = hW;R; Si is a Kripke framein which R is a quasi-order on W (interpreting I and C), S = W �W is theuniversal binary relation (interpreting 8 and 9), and V a valuation in F. Inwhat follows we will omit S and write simply F = hW;Ri.Moreover, using the fact that V(p) = CIV(p) for every variable p in 'y,one can show that 'y is satis�able i� it is satis�ed in a model based on a forest4



F of `('y) trees of depth 1 the roots in which have precisely 2 successors (cf.[Renz 1998]). Here `('y) is the length (say, the number of subformulas) in 'y.A proof of this fact can be found in Section 4 below.Renz and Nebel [29] proved that the satis�ability problem for RCC-8 formulasis actually NP-complete and described a maximal tractable fragment of RCC-8.3 Temporalizing RCC-8Suppose now that the spatial con�guration we are interested in is changing intime. Let us imagine, for instance, that the ow of time is hN; <i and that wehave the temporal operators S (Since) and U (Until); other standard operatorslike  (at the next moment), 2+ (always in the future), 3+ (some time inthe future), etc. are de�ned via S and U in the usual way. We can assumealso that space itself with its topology always remains the same. However, thespatial regions occupied by the objects under consideration may change withtime passing by. This na��ve picture is formalized by the following concept oftopological temporal model.De�nition 1 (tt-model). A topological temporal model (or tt-model, for short)based on a topological space T = hU; Ii is a triple of the form M = hT;N; ai,where a, an assignment in T, associates with every region variable X and everymoment of time n 2 N a set a(X;n) � U such that a(X;n) = C Ia(X;n) anda(X;n) 6= ;. For each n, we take an to be the function de�ned by an(X) =a(X;n).There are di�erent ways of introducing a temporal dimension into the syntaxof RCC-8.ST 0. The most obvious one RCC-8 is to allow applications of the operatorsS and U (along with the booleans) to spatial formulas. Denote the resultingspatio-temporal language by ST 0.De�nition 2 (truth). For a tt-model M = hT;N; ai, an ST 0-formula ', andn 2 N, de�ne the truth-relation (M; n) j= '|`' holds in M at moment n'|byinduction on the construction of ':� if ' contains no temporal operators, then (M; n) j= ' i� T j=an ';� (M; n) j= 'U i� there is k > n such that (M; k) j=  and (M; l) j= ' forevery l 2 (n; k), where (n; k) = fm : n < m < kg;� (M; n) j= 'S i� there is k < n such that (M; k) j=  and (M; l) j= ' forevery l 2 (k; n).The interaction between time and space in ST 0 is rather weak, and it is nothard to show that the following theorem holds.Theorem 3. The satis�ability problem for ST 0-formulas in topological tempo-ral models is PSPACE-complete.A proof of this and other theorems formulated in this section can be foundin Section 5. 5



The language ST 0 is expressive enough to capture continuity of changes (seee.g. [10]):2+(DC(X;Y )!(DC(X;Y ) _ EC(X;Y )));2+(EC(X;Y )!(DC(X;Y ) _ EC(X;Y ) _ PO(X;Y )));2+(PO(X;Y )!(EC(X;Y ) _ PO(X;Y ) _TPP(X;Y ) _ EQ(X;Y ) _ TPP�1(X;Y )));etc.The �rst of these formulas, for instance, says that if two regions are disconnectedat some moment, then at the next moment they either will remain disconnectedor will be externally connected (but will not overlap).However, the expressive power of ST 0 is rather limited. In particular, wecan compare regions only at one moment of time, but we are not able to connecta region as it is today with its state tomorrow to say e.g. that it is expanding orremains the same. In other words, we can express the dynamics of relations be-tween regions, say, :2+P(Kosovo; Y ugoslavia) (`it is not true that Kosovo willalways be part of Yugoslavia') but not the dynamics of regions themselves, e.g.that 2+P(EU;EU), where EU at moment n denotes the space occupiedby the EU at moment n+1 (so the last formula means: `the EU will always beexpanding').This new construct may also be important to re�ne the continuity assump-tion by requiring that 2+(EQ(X;X) _O(X;X)), i.e., `regions X and Xeither coincide or overlap.'ST 1. To capture this dynamics, we extend ST 0 by allowing applications of thenext-time operator  not only to formulas but also to region variables. Thus,arguments of the RCC-8 predicates can be now region variables X pre�xed byarbitrarily long sequences of , sayX (representing region X as it will bethe day after tomorrow). Denote the resulting language by ST 1, and let ST 01be its sublanguage with only one temporal operator. De�nition 2 is extendedby the following clause: a(X;n) = a(X;n+ 1).Theorem 4. (i) The satis�ability problem for ST 1-formulas in tt-models isdecidable in EXPSPACE.(ii) The satis�ability problem for ST 01-formulas is NP-complete.Using ST 1 we can express, say, that region X will always be the same (i.e.,X is rigid): 2+EQ(X;X), or that it has at most two distinct states, one oneven days, another on odd ones: 2+EQ(X;X). Note, by the way, that theST 1-formula 2+NTPP(X;X) is satis�able only in models based on in�nitetopological spaces|unlike ST 0- (and of course, RCC-8) formulas for which �nitetopological spaces are enough.It may appear that ST 1 is able to compare regions only within �xed timeintervals. However, using an auxiliary rigid variable X we can write, for in-stance, 2+EQ(X;X) ^3+EQ(X;EU) ^ P(Russia;X). This formula is satis-�able i� `someday in the future the present territory of Russia will be part ofthe EU.' Note that the formula 3+P(Russia; EU) means that there will be aday when Russia|its territory on that day (say, without Chechnya but withByelorussia)|becomes part of the EU.6



Imagine now that we want to express in our spatio-temporal language thatall countries in Europe will pass through the Euro-zone, but only Germany willuse the euro forever. Unfortunately, we don't know which countries will beformed in Europe in the future, so we can't simply write down all formulas ofthe form 3+P(X;Euro-zone). Hopefully, Europe is rigid, and so what we needis the possibility of constructing regions 3+X and 2+X which contain all thepoints that will belong to region X in the future and only common points of allfuture states of X , respectively. Then we can write: EQ(Europe;3+Euro-zone)and EQ(Germany;2+Euro-zone). The formula P(Russia;3+EU) says that allpoints of the present territory of Russia will belong to the EU in the future (butperhaps at di�erent moments of time).ST 2. So let us allow applications of the temporal operators , 2+, 3+ (andpossibly their past counterparts) to region variables.De�nition 5 (region term). Every region variable is a region term. If t is aregion term then so are t, 2+t, and 3+t.Denote by ST 2 the language that results from ST 0 by allowing the use of regionterms along with region variables. The intended semantics for region terms isde�ned as follows.De�nition 6. Let M = hT;N; ai be a tt-model. De�ne by induction the valuea(t; n) of a region term t under a at n in M:� a(t; n) = a(t; n+ 1),� a(2+t; n) = C ITk>n a(t; k), and� a(3+t; n) = C ISk>n a(t; k).It is to be noted, however, that this de�nition uses in�nite unions and intersec-tions of regions which are rather problematic. As was observed in [26], in�niteunions contradict the axioms of full RCC. The in�nite intersection of a sequenceof shrinking regions may result in an empty set which by de�nition is not aregion. And �nally, as we shall see below, in�nite operations bring various se-mantical complications. To avoid this problem we can try to restrict assignmentsin models in such a way that in�nite intersections and unions can be reducedto �nite ones. There are several ways of doing this.One idea would be to accept the Finite Change Assumption (FCA):No region can change its spatial con�guration in�nitely often.This means that under FCA we consider only those tt-models M = hT;N; aithat satisfy the following condition: for every region term t, there is n 2 Nsuch that a(t; k) = a(t; n) for all k > n. Actually, FCA can be captured by theST 2-formulas 3+2+EQ(t;t).Of course, FCA excludes some mathematically interesting cases. Yet, it isabsolutely adequate for many applications, for example, when we are planninga job which eventually must be completed (consider a robot painting a wall).Optimists will accept FCA to describe the geography of Europe in the examplesabove. In temporal databases the time line is often assumed to be �nite, thougharbitrarily long, which corresponds to FCA.7



Theorem 7. The satis�ability problem for ST 2-formulas in FCA-models is de-cidable in EXPSPACE.Another, more general way of reducing in�nite unions and intersections to�nite ones is to adopt the Finite State Assumption (FSA):Every region can have only �nitely many possible states (although it maychange its states in�nitely often).De�nition 8 (FSA-model). Say that a model M = hT;N; ai satis�es FSA,or is an FSA-model, if for every region term t there are �nitely many regularclosed sets A1; : : : ; Am � U such that fa(t; n) : n 2 Ng = fA1; : : : ; Amg.Theorem 9. (i) The satis�ability problem for ST 2-formulas in FSA-models isdecidable in EXPSPACE.(ii) An ST 2-formula is satis�able in an FSA-model i� it is satis�able in anFSA-model based on a �nite topological space.ST +i . We can make our languages ST i, for i = 0; 1; 2, even more expressiveby allowing applications of the boolean operations to region terms. Their se-mantical meaning is de�ned as follows:� a(t _ t0; n) = a(t; n) [ a(t0; n),� a(t ^ t0; n) = C I(a(t; n)\ a(t0; n)),� a(:t; n) = C I(U � a(t; n)).So we can write, e.g.EQ(UK;Great Britain _Northern Ireland):Let ST +i be the resulting family of languages. It turns out that all theoremsabove remain valid after replacing ST i with ST +i .4 Modal encoding of ST +2 .The decidability and complexity results formulated above are proved in Section 5by means of embedding ST +2 into a temporalized version of the propositionalmodal logic S4 extended with the universal modality [16] and then using themethod of quasimodels developed in [33]. Denote by ML the propositionalmodal language whose connectives are the booleans, the necessity and possibilityoperators I and C of S4, the universal necessity and possibility operators 8and 9, and the temporal operators S and U . What is the intended semanticsof ML? When encoding pure RCC-8 in S4 with 8, we can use both (moregeneral) topological models of S4 and (more transparent) Kripke models (whichis explained, for instance, by the fact that S4 has the �nite model property). Theaddition of the temporal component makes the situation more complicated. Forwe can interpretML-formulas in structures of two kinds that are not equivalentwith respect to these formulas. 8



De�nition 10 (Kripke model). A Kripke ML-model is a triple of the formK = hF;N;Vi where F = hW;Ri is a quasi-order (a frame for S4) and V, avaluation, is a map associating with every propositional variable p and everyn 2 N a subset V(p; n) � W . The truth-relation (u; n) j=K ' in K is de�ned asfollows:� (u; n) j=K p i� u 2 V(p; n),� (u; n) j=K 8 i� (v; n) j=K  for all v 2 W ,� (u; n) j=K I i� (v; n) j=K  for all v 2W such that uRv,� (u; n) j=K  U� i� there is k > n such that (u; k) j=K � and (u;m) j=K  for all m 2 (n; k),� (u; n) j=K  S� i� there is k < n such that (u; k) j=K � and (u;m) j=K  for all m 2 (k; n),plus the standard clauses for the booleans. An ML-formula ' is satis�ed in Kif (u; n) j=K ' for some u 2W and n 2 N.De�nition 11 (topological model). A topological model forML is the struc-ture N = hT;N;Ui in which T = hU; Ii is a topological space and U, a valuation,is a map associating with every propositional variable p and every n 2 N a setU(p; n) � U . U is then extended to arbitraryML-formulas in the following way:� U( ^ �; n) = U( ; n) \ U(�; n),� U(: ; n) = U � U( ; n),� U(8 ; n) = U if U( ; n) = U , and U(8 ; n) = ; otherwise,� U(I ; n) = IU( ; n),� x 2 U( U�; n) i� there is k > n such that x 2 U(�; k) and x 2 U( ;m)for all m 2 (n; k),� x 2 U( S�; n) i� there is k < n such that x 2 U(�; k) and x 2 U( ;m)for all m 2 (k; n).In particular, U(3+ ; n) = Sk>n U( ; k) and U(2+ ; n) = Tk>n U( ; k). AnML-formula ' is satis�ed in N if U('; n) 6= ; for some n 2 N.The sets ofML-formulas satis�able in Kripke models and topological modelsturn out to be di�erent. Of course, every Kripke model (based on hW;Ri) isequivalent to some topological model (with 
2W ; I� as the underlying topologicalspace, where IX is the maximal R-closed subset of X); see e.g. [5]. But theconverse does not hold.Proposition 12. The formula 3+Cp$ C3+p is valid in every Kripke ML-model but not in every topological ML-model.Proof The former claim is clear. To see that there is a topologicalML-modelin which the formula is refuted, it su�ces to take T = hR; Ii with the standardinterior operator on the real line, select a sequence Xn of closed sets such thatSn2NXn is not closed, and put U(p; n) = Xn. 29



Fortunately, the two types of models are equivalent with respect to modaltranslations of ST +2 -formulas under the �nite state assumption FSA. The modaltranslation y from ST +2 into ML is de�ned as follows.De�nition 13 (modal translation). For a region term t, de�ne an ML-formula t� by takingX�i = pi; Xi a region variable, (t)� = CI  t�;(3+t)� = CI3+t�; (2+t)� = CI2+t�;(t1 _ t2)� = CI(t�1 _ t�2); (t1 ^ t2)� = CI(t�1 ^ t�2);(:t)� = CI:t�:For atomic ST +2 -formulas, let(DC(t1; t2))� = :9(t�1 ^ t�2);(EC(t1; t2))� = 9(t�1 ^ t�2) ^ :9(It�1 ^ It�2);(PO(t1; t2))� = 9(It�1 ^ It�2) ^ 9(It�1 ^ :t�2) ^ 9(:t�1 ^ It�2);(EQ(t1; t2))� = 8(t�1 $ t�2);(TPP(t1; t2))� = 8(:t�1 _ t�2) ^ 9(t�1 ^C:t�2) ^ 9(:t�1 ^ t�2);(TPP�1(t1; t2))� = (TPP(t2; t1))�;(NTPP(t1; t2))� = 8(:t�1 _ It�2) ^ 9(:t�1 ^ t�2);(NTPP�1(t1; t2))� = (NTPP(t2; t1))�;(NE(t))� = 9t�;(Regular(t))� = 8(I:t� _CIt�):Suppose now that ' is an arbitrary ST +2 -formula. Denote by '� the result ofreplacing all occurrences of RCC-8 predicates R(t1; t2) in ' by (R(t1; t2))� andthen put 'y = '� ^ ^t2term'(NE(t))� ^ (Regular(t))�;where term' is the set of all region terms occurring in '. The ML-formula 'yis called the modal translation of '.Say that a topologicalML-model hT;N;Ui (or a KripkeML-model hF;N;Ui)satis�es FSA for an ML-formula ' if for every variable p occurring in ' andevery n 2 N there exist �nitely many sets A1; : : : ; Ak such thatfU(p;m) : m > ng = fA1; : : : ; Akg:It is easy to show by induction that in this case we also have that for everyML-formula  built up from variables in ' and every n 2 N there are setsB1; : : : ; Bl such that fU( ;m) : m > ng = fB1; : : : ; Blg:By a straightforward induction one can prove the following:Theorem 14. An ST +2 -formula is satis�able in a tt-model (with FSA) i� itsmodal translation is satis�able in a topological ML-model (with FSA).10



The modal translations of ST +2 -formulas form a rather special fragmentof the modal language ML. Renz [27] showed that an RCC-8 formula ' issatis�able i� 'y is satis�able in a Kripke model based on an S4-frame of depth� 1 and width � 2 (which means that it contains no chains of more than 2distinct points, and no point has more than 2 distinct successors). It turns outthat this result can be generalized to ST +2 -formulas.De�nition 15 (CI-term). We will be distinguishing between four types ofCI-terms:� anML-formula is called a CI-term if it can be obtained from a proposi-tional temporal formula � with operators , 3+, 2+ by pre�xing CI toevery subformula of �;� anML-formula is called a CI-term if it can be obtained from a proposi-tional temporal formula � with only one temporal operator by pre�xingCI to every subformula of �;� an ML-formula ' is a general CI-term (general CI-term) if it is aCI-term (respectively, CI-term) pre�xed by a string of :, I , and C.Remark 16. Since CI-terms begin with CI , every general CI-term is equiva-lent in topological models to a term of the form �, :�, I�, :I�, or I:�, with� being a CI-term.De�nition 17 (CI-formula). By a CI-formula we mean an ML-formulacomposed from formulas of the form 9 and 8 , where  is a boolean com-bination of general CI-terms, using the temporal operators and the booleans.A CI-formula is anML-formula composed from formulas of the form 9 and8 , where  is a boolean combination of general CI-terms, using arbitrarytemporal operators and the booleans.It easily follows from the given de�nitions that:� the modal translation of every ST 1-formula is equivalent (in topologicalML-models) to a CI-formula.� the modal translation of every ST +2 -formula is equivalent (in topologicalML-models) to a CI-formula.We now show that all CI-formulas satis�able in topological ML-modelswith FSA and all satis�able CI-formulas can be satis�ed in Kripke ML-models of a rather simple form.The following lemma is actually based on the Stone{J�onsson{Tarski repre-sentation of topological boolean algebras, in particular, topological spaces, inthe form of general frames (for de�nitions consult [15] or [5]).Lemma 18. (i) If a CI-formula ' is satis�ed in a topological ML-model withFSA, then ' is satis�ed in a Kripke ML-model with the FSA.(ii) If a CI-formula ' is satis�ed in a topological ML-model, then ' issatis�ed in a Kripke ML-model as well.Moreover, in both cases we can choose a Kripke model K = hF;N;Vi satis-fying ' and F = hW;Ri in such a way that every set of the formfu 2W : vRu and (u; n) j=K  g;where v 2W , n 2 N, and  is a CI-term, contains an R-maximal point.11



Proof Suppose ' is satis�ed in a topological model N = hT;N;Ui based on atopological space T = hU; Ii. Denote by W the set of ultra�lters in 2U and forany two ultra�lters v1; v2 2 W putv1Rv2 i� 8V � U (IV 2 v1 ! V 2 v2):It can be shown that R is a quasi-order on W (see [5]). Put F = hW;Ri andde�ne a Kripke model K = hF;N;Vi by takingV(p; n) = fv 2W : U(p; n) 2 vg:Now, by induction on the construction of  2 sub' we show that for all v 2Wand n 2 N, we have (v; n) j=K  i� U( ; n) 2 v:The basis of induction follows from de�nition, and the cases of the booleans andthe modal operators of S4 are standard (see e.g. [5]).Suppose that (v; n) j=K 8 . Then 8u 2 W (u; n) j=K  and so, by IH,8u 2W U( ; n) 2 u, which means that U( ; n) = U , whence U(8 ; n) = U 2 v.Conversely, if U(8 ; n) 2 v then U(8 ; n) 6= ; and so U(8 ; n) = U . It followsthat U( ; n) = U , i.e., 8u 2W U( ; n) 2 u, from which by IH (v; n) j=K 8 .The case of  is easy. We have (v; n) j=K  i� (v; n + 1) j=K  i�, byIH, U( ; n+ 1) = U( ; n) 2 v.Now assume that (v; n) j=K 3+ . Then 9m > n (v;m) j=K  and so, by IH,U( ;m) 2 v. As U(3+ ; n) = Sk>n U( ; k), we have U( ;m) � U(3+ ; n),from which U(3+ ; n) 2 v.Conversely, let U(3+ ; n) = Sk>n U( ; k) 2 v. By FSA, we then haveU(3+ ; n) = U( ; k1) [ � � � [ U( ; kl) 2 vfor some k1; : : : ; kl > n. Since v is a prime �lter, U( ; km) 2 v for some m, fromwhich by IH, (v; km) j=K  and so (v; n) j=K 3+ .The case of 2+ is treated similarly. Note that we use FSA only when 'contains a CI-term with 3+ or 2+.The existence of R-maximal points follows from [12] (see Theorem 10.36 in[5]). 2A quasi-order hV; Si is said to be of depth � 1 if V can be represented asthe disjoint union of two sets, V1 and V0, in such a way that S is the reexiveclosure of a subset of V1 � V0. The points in Vi are said to be of depth i.Lemma 19. Suppose that a CI-formula ' is satis�ed in a Kripke ML-modelM = hG;N;Ui with G = hW;Ri. Suppose also that for any w 2 W , n 2 N,and any CI-formula  the set fu 2 W : wRu and (u; n) j=M  g contains anR-maximal point. Then ' is satis�ed in a Kripke model K = hF;N;Vi in whichF is a quasi-order of depth � 1. If M satis�es FSA, then K satis�es FSA aswell.Proof De�ne F = hV; Si by taking V = V0 [ V1, whereV0 = fx 2W : :9y (xRy ^ :yRx)g; V1 =W � V0;and taking S to be the reexive closure of R \ (V1 � V0). In other words, Fkeeps the same set of worlds as G, but only those arrows from the latter that12



lead to points in �nal clusters (arrows within these clusters are omitted). Bythe condition of the lemma, V0 6= ; (take  = >). Finally, we put V = U andK = hF;N;Vi.First we show that for every CI-term  , every n 2 N, and every u 2 V ,(u; n) j=K  i� (u; n) j=M  : (1)The proof is by induction. The basis of induction follows from the de�nition.Now recall that every CI-term begins with CI . And for such formulas weclearly have:(u; n) j=M CI� i� 9v 2W (uRv & 8w 2 W (vRw ! (w; n) j=M �:Therefore, (u; n) j=M CI� i� there is a point v 2 V0 such that uSv and(v; n) j=M �. Suppose, for instance, that � =  . Then (v; n) j=M  i� (v; n+1) j=M  i�, by IH, (v; n+1) j=K  i� (v; n) j=K � i� (u; n) j=K CI�.The other temporal operators and the booleans are treated in the same way.Now we extend (1) to generalCI-terms. The only non-trivial case is  = I�,where � is a CI-term. (The case  = I:� is considered analogously.) If(u; n) j=M I� then (v; n) j=M � whenever uSv, and so (u; n) j=K I�. Con-versely, suppose (u; n) j=K I�, but (u; n) 6j=M I�. Then there is v 2 W suchthat uRv and (v; n) 6j=M �. Take any w 2 V0 with vRw. Clearly, (w; n) 6j=M �.But then (w; n) 6j=K �, contrary to uSw and (u; n) j=K I�.Finally, using this fact we can easily extend (1) to arbitrary CI-formulassimply because they are constructed from general CI-terms using operatorswhich do not depend on the structure of the underlying S4-frame. 2By combining the two lemmata above and Theorem 14, we obtain the fol-lowing:Theorem 20. (i) An ST +2 -formula is satis�able in a tt-model with FSA i� itsmodal translation is satis�able in a Kripke ML-model with FSA whose under-lying S4-frame is of depth � 1.(ii) An ST +1 -formula is satis�able in a tt-model i� its modal translation issatis�able in a Kripke ML-model whose underlying S4-frame is of depth � 1.In fact, it turns out that even simpler S4-frames are enough to satisfy ST +2 -formulas. We remind the reader that an S4-frame hW;Ri is said to be of widthn if no point in W has more than n R-incomparable successors.Renz [27] showed actually that an RCC-8 formula ' is satis�able i� 'y issatis�able in a Kripke model based on a frame of depth � 1 and width � 2. Wewill prove now that this result can be generalized to the temporal case.Theorem 21. (i) An ST +2 -formula ' is satis�able in a tt-model with FSA i�'y is satis�able in a Kripke ML-model with FSA whose underlying S4-frameis of depth � 1 and width � 2.(ii) An ST +1 -formula ' is satis�able in a tt-model i� 'y is satis�able in aKripke ML-model whose underlying S4-frame is of depth � 1 and width � 2.Proof Suppose ' is satis�ed in a tt-model M = hT;N; ai and assume thatX1; : : : ; Xm are all region variables occurring in '. Denote by � the set of allatoms of ST +2 that contain only these variables.13



For every n 2 N, take m fresh variables Xn1 ; : : : ; Xnm. Given a region termt built up from X1; : : : ; Xm, de�ne inductively another term tn in the followingway:� if t = Xi, then tn = Xni ;� (t1 ^ t2)n = tn1 ^ tn2 ;� (t1 _ t2)n = tn1 _ tn2 ;� (:t)n = :tn;� (t)n = tn+1;� if t = 3+t1, then we take minimal k1; : : : ; kl > n such thata(3+t1; n) = a(t1; k1) [ � � � [ a(t1:kl)(they exist by FSA) and put tn = tk11 _ � � � _ tkl1 ;� for t = 2+t1 we take minimal k1; : : : ; kl > n such thata(3+t1; n) = IC(a(t1; k1) \ � � � \ a(t1; kl))and put tn = tk11 ^ � � � ^ tkl1 .Now let �n = fP (tn1 ; tn2 ) : P (t1; t2) 2 � and (M; n) j= P (t1; t2)gand � = [n2N�n:By de�nition, � contains no occurrences of temporal operators. Denote by 	the set of atoms from � without temporal operators.Let b be the assignment in T de�ned by b(Xni ) = a(Xi; n). It is readilychecked by induction that for every region term t we have b(tn) = a(t; n); andso T j=b P (tn1 ; tn2 ) i� P (tn1 ; tn2 ) 2 �n;for all P (t1; t2) 2 �.Conversely, suppose we have a topological space T0 and an assignment b init such that T0 j=b P (tn1 ; tn2 ) i� P (tn1 ; tn2 ) 2 �n;for all P (t1; t2) 2 �. Construct a tt-model M0 = hT0;N; a0 i by taking, forevery n 2 N, a0(Xi; n) = b(Xni ). Then we shall have a0(t; n) = b(tn) and so(M0; n) j= P (t1; t2) i� P (tn1 ; tn2 ) 2 �n. It follows that ' is satis�ed in M0.Thus, to prove our theorem it su�ces to construct a Kripke model K0 =hF0;V0i based on a frame F0 = hW 0; R0i of depth � 1 and width � 2 and suchthat for every P (t1; t2),K0 j= (P (t1; t2))y i� P (t1; t2) 2 �:14



By Theorem 20, we have a model K = hF;Vi such that F = hW;Ri is of depth� 1 and for every P (t1; t2),K j= (P (t1; t2))y i� P (t1; t2) 2 �:Denote by �9 the set of formulas of the form 9� and their negations which aretrue in K and such that 9� is a subformula of (P (t1; t2))y, for some P (t1; t2) 2 	.For every 9� 2 �9 there is x� 2 W such that x� j= �. We may assume thatwe have chosen mutually di�erent x� and that all x of depth 1 (so, those withproper successors) are of the form x� for some 9� 2 �9. Moreover, we mayassume that no point has more than 1 proper predecessor.We construct F0 in the following way.First, for every 9� 2 �9 such that there exists a point of depth 0 withx j= �, we remove the point x� from W whenever it has depth 1. Let W 0 bethe resulting set of worlds.Suppose now that 9� 2 �9 and x� 2 W 0. By de�nition, � has one of thefollowing forms:t�1 ^ t�2; t�1 ^C:t�2; It�1 ^ It�2; :t�1 ^ t�2; :t�1 ^ It�2:And without loss of generality we may assume that each t�i is of the form CI i.Depending on the form of � we delete some of the R-arrows coming fromx�. There are four possible cases.Case 1: � = CI 1 ^CI 2. Then we select two points x1; x2 2 W 0 of depth0 such that xi j= CI i and x�Rxi, for i = 1; 2, and remove all R-arrows leadingfrom x� to points di�erent from x1; x2.Case 2: � = CI 1 ^C:CI 2. Then we select x1; x2 2W 0 of depth 0 suchthat x1 j= CI 1, x2 j= :CI 2, x�Rxi, and remove all arrows leading from x�to points di�erent from x1; x2.Case 3: � = CI 1 ^ :CI 2. Then we select x1; x2 2 W 0 of depth 0 suchthat x1 j= CI 1, x2 j= :CI 2, x�Rxi, and remove all arrows leading from x�to points di�erent from x1; x2.Case 4: Otherwise take arbitrary x1; x2 2 W 0 of depth 0 (if they exist)such that x�Rxi and remove all arrows leading from x� to points di�erent fromx1; x2.Denote by R0 the resulting relation and de�ne a valuationV0 in F0 = hW 0; R0iby taking, for every variable p, x 2 V0(p) i� there is y 2 W 0 of depth 0 suchthat xR0y and y 2 V(p).Let us show that the model M0 = hF0;V0i is as required.Clearly, the points of depth 0 in M and M0 validate the same formulas(without 9). By the construction, we also have that if M j= 9� then M0 j= 9�.So it remains to show that if M j= :9� then M0 j= :9�. Consider all �vepossible cases for �.(1) � = CI 1 ^CI 2. If (M0; x) j= � then there are x1; x2 2 W 0 of depth0 such that xR0xi and xi j= CI i. But then (M; x) j= �.(2) � = CI 1 ^ C:CI 2. Let (M0; x) j= �. Then y j= CI 1 for some yof depth 0, xR0y. Thus (M; x) j= CI 1, and so (M; x) j= :C:CI 2 whichmeans that z j= CI 2 whenever xRz. So we have (M0; z) j= CI 2 wheneverxR0z, contrary to (M0; x) j= C:CI 2.(3) � = ICI 1 ^ ICI 2. Suppose (M0; x) j= �. Then for every successor yof x of depth 0, we have (M0; y) j= � and so (M; y) j= �, which is a contradiction.15



(4) � = :CI 1 ^ CI 2. If (M0; x) j= � then (M0; y) j= CI 2 for some yof depth 0, xR0y. But then (M0; y) j= : 1, so (M; y) j= �, which is again acontradiction.(5) � = :CI 1 ^ ICI 2. This case is considered in the same way. 25 DecidabilityWe begin by considering the logics ST 0 and ST 1. To simplify presentation, weassume that we have only one temporal operator U . the reader should have noproblems in extending the proofs to the language with S.Suppose ' 2 ST 1. Denote by term(') the set of region terms mX occur-ring in '. And let sub(') be the set of all subformulas in '. Without loss ofgenerality we may assume that sub(') is closed under :.De�nition 22 (fork). By a fork we mean a frame f = hWf; Rfi such that� Wf = faf; bf; cfg,� af is the root of f, while bf and cf are its two immediate successors.Thus Rf is the reexive closure of the relationfhaf; bfi ; haf; cfig:A labelled fork for ' is the pair hf; lfi, where f is a fork and lf a labelling functionwhich associates with every point x in f a subset lf(x) of term(') in such a waythat t 2 lf(x) i� there is a �nal point y in f accessible from x with t 2 lf(y).A set F of labelled forks can be regarded as a Kripke frame hW ;Ri|thedisjoint union of forks in F|with all points x 2W labelled by lF (x) � term('),where lF (x) = lf(x) if x 2 Wf.For an RCC-8 predicate P and region terms t1, t2, we write F j= P (t1; t2) i�P (t1; t2) holds in the topological space determined by F under the assignmenta(t) = fx 2W : t 2 lF (x)g:De�nition 23 (type). A formula type for ' is a subset � of sub(') such that�  ^ � 2 � i�  ; � 2 �, for every  ^ � 2 sub(');� : 2 � i�  =2 �, for every  2 sub(').De�nition 24 (quasistate). We say that the pair hF ;�i is a quasistate for 'if � F is a set of pairwise non-isomorphic labelled forks, and� � is a formula type for ' such that for every P (t1; t2) 2 sub('), we haveP (t1; t2) 2 � i� F j= P (t1; t2).Denote by ](') the number of pairwise non-isomorphic quasistates for '.Clearly ](') � 222�jterm(')j � 2jsub(')j:16



De�nition 25 (suitable pair). Say that an ordered pair hf; lfi, hg; lgi of la-belled forks for ' is suitable if there is an isomorphism � from f onto g suchthat, for all t 2 term(') and all x 2Wf,t 2 lf(x) i� t 2 lg(�(x)):An ordered pair hF ;�i, hG;	i of quasistates for ' is called suitable if� for every hf; lfi 2 F there is hg; lgi 2 G such that the pair hf; lfi, hg; lgi issuitable;� for every hg; lgi 2 G there is hf; lfi 2 F such that hf; lfi, hg; lgi is a suitablepair.De�nition 26 (state function). A state function for ' is a function I whichassociates with each n 2 N a quasistate I(n) = hF n;�ni for '.De�nition 27 (quasimodel). A state function I with I(n) = hF n;�ni iscalled a quasimodel for ' if� the pair I(m), I(m+ 1) of quasistates is suitable for every m 2 N,� �U 2 �n i� there exists k > n such that  2 �k and � 2 �l for alll 2 (n; k) and n 2 N.Say that ' is satis�ed in the quasimodel I if ' 2 �n for some n 2 N.Theorem 28. A formula ' 2 ST 1 is satis�ed in a tt-model i� it is satis�ed ina quasimodel for '.Proof ()) By Theorem 21, we may assume that ' is satis�ed in a tt-modelM = hT;N; ai the underlying topological space T of which is determined by adisjoint union F = hW;Ri of forks.For every n 2 N, de�ne an equivalence relation �n on the set of forks in F bytaking f �n g i� there is an isomorphism � from f onto g such that x 2 a(t; n)i� �(x) 2 a(t; n), for all t 2 term(') and all x in f.Pick a representative of every �n-equivalence class and de�ne F n to be theset of all selected representatives labelled in accordance with a. Let �n be theset of all formulas in sub(') that hold in M at moment n.It is easy to check that the state function I(n) = hF n;�ni is a quasimodelsatisfying '.(() Conversely, suppose ' is satis�ed in a quasimodel I for '. Say that afunction r which associates with every n 2 N a labelled fork r(n) in I(n) is arun through I if for every m 2 N, the pair of r(m), r(m+1) is suitable. Let Rbe the set of all runs through I .De�ne a topological temporal model M = hT;N; ai as follows. The topolog-ical space T is determined by the frame F = hW;Ri, whereW = R� fa; b; cgand, for all x; y 2WxRy i� x = y _ 9r 2 R (x = hr; ai & (y = hr; bi _ y = hr; ci)) :17



And the assignment a is de�ned bya(X;n) = fhr; di : X 2 lr(n)(dr(n))g:It is not hard to check by induction that ' is satis�ed in M. 2We are going to prove now that, given an ST 1-formula ', we can e�ectivelyrecognize whether there exists a quasimodel satisfying '. The idea of the proofis to show that a satis�able ' can always be satis�ed in a `periodical' quasimodelof the form I(0); : : : ; I(k); (I(k + 1); : : : ; I(l))�with e�ectively bounded k and l.Let us �rst �x some notation concerning sequences (of arbitrary elements).Given a sequence s = s(0); s(1); : : : and i � 0, we denote by s�i and s>i thehead s(0); : : : ; s(i) and the tail s(i+ 1); s(i+ 2); : : : of s, respectively; s1 � s2 isthe concatenation of sequences s1 and s2; jsj denotes the length of s ands� = s � s � s � : : :Lemma 29. Let I = I(0); I(1); : : : be a quasimodel for ' and I(n) = I(m) forsome n < m. Then Inm = I�n � I>m is also a quasimodel for '.If a subsequence of a quasimodel I for ' is a quasimodel for ' itself, then wecall it a subquasimodel of I . For example, Inm in Lemma 29 is a subquasimodelof I .Lemma 30. Every quasimodel I for ' contains a subquasimodel I1 � I2 suchthat jI1j � ](') and each quasistate in I2 occurs in this sequence in�nitely manytimes.Let, as before, I(n) = hF n;�ni. Say that a formula  U� 2 �n is realized inm steps in I if there is l 2 (0;m+ 1) such that � 2 �n+l and  2 �n+k for allk 2 (0; l).Lemma 31. Let I = I1 � I2 be a quasimodel for ' (with quasistates of the formhF i;�ii, i 2 N) satisfying the requirements of Lemma 30 and let n = jI1j + 1.Then I contains a subquasimodel of the form I1 � I0 � I>l2 , for some l � 0, suchthat(i) jI0j � jsub(')j � ](') + ](');(ii) every formula  U� 2 �n is realized in jI0j steps;(iii) I0(0) = I>l2 (0).Proof Suppose  U� 2 �n, Then there exists m > 0 such that � 2 �n+mand  2 �n+k for all k 2 (0;m). Assume now that 0 < i < j < m andI(n+ i) = I(n+ j). In view of Lemma 29, I1 � I�i2 � I>j2 is a subquasimodel ofI . It follows that we can construct a subquasimodel I1 � I�12 � I3 of I in which U� is realized in m1 � ](') steps.Then we consider another formula  0U�0 2 �n and assume that it is re-alized in m2 > m1 steps. Using Lemma 29 once again (and deleting repeat-ing quasistates in the interval I3(m1); : : : ; I3(m2)) we select a subquasimodelI1 � I�12 � I�m13 � I4 of I which realizes both  U� and  0U�0 in 2](') steps.18



Having analyzed all distinct formulas of the form  U� 2 �n we obtain asubquasimodel I1 �I�12 �I 0 of I which realizes all those formulas in jsub(')j �](')steps. And � ](') additional quasistates may be required to comply with (iii).2Lemma 32. Suppose I1 and I2 are �nite sequences of quasistates for ' of lengthl1 and l2, respectively, and let I = I1 � I�2with I(n) = hF n;�ni. Then I is a quasimodel for ' whenever the followingconditions hold:1. for every i � l1 + l2, the pair F i, F i+1 is suitable;2. for every i � l1 + l2, and every formula  U� 2 sub('), U� 2 �i i� either � 2 �i+1 or  2 �i+1 and  U� 2 �i+1;3. for every i � l1 + 1, all formulas of the form  U� 2 �i are realized inl1 + l2 � i steps.As a consequence of the two preceding lemmas we immediately obtainTheorem 33. An ST 1-formula ' is satis�able in a topological temporal modeli� there are two sequences I1 and I2 of quasistates for ' such that I = I1 � I�2satis�es conditions 1{3 of Lemma 32, all quasistates in I1 are distinct (and sojI1j � ](')), jI2j � jsub(')j � ](') + ](');and ' 2 I(1).This theorem provides us with an EXPSPACE algorithm which is capableof deciding whether a given ST 1-formula ' is satis�able in a quasimodel for'. Here is a rough description of such an algorithm; in view of the equalityEXPSPACE = NEXPSPACE, it can be non-deterministic.First, we guess l1 � ](') and l2 � jsub(')j � ](') + ](') and write themin binary using thereby exponential space in `('). Then we guess a set F 0 of� 22�jterm(')j labelled forks, a subset �0 � sub(') containing ', and check thathF 0;�0i is a quasistate. In the same way we guess a quasistate hF 1;�1i (herewe do not need the condition ' 2 �1) and check whether the pair hF 0;�0i,hF 1;�1i is suitable and whether condition 2 of Lemma 32 is satis�ed. Afterthat we remove hF 0;�0i, guess hF 2;�2i, check the pair hF 1;�1i, hF 2;�2i, andso on till we reach hF l1+1;�l1+1i|this quasistate is stored in memory togetherwith the set � of all formulas of the form �U . We proceed further in the sameway as before deleting �U from � every time we reach �i containing  . Ifthe pair hF l1+l2 ;�l1+l2i, hF l1+1;�l1+1i is suitable and � is empty, then ' issatis�able. This proves Theorem 4 (i).Suppose now that ' is an ST 0-formula. It follows from the proof of Theo-rem 21 that ' is satis�able i� it is satis�ed in a quasimodel all quasistates inwhich contain � c � `(') labelled forks, c = const. Thus](') � c � `(') � 22�jterm(')j � 2jsub(')j;19



and so the satis�ability problem for ST 0-formulas is decidable in PSPACE. Re-call that the satis�ability problem for pure PTL-formulas is PSPACE-complete(see e.g. [14]). Given such a formula �, we replace every propositional variablep in it with the RCC-8 predicate EQ(Xp; Y p) thus obtaining an ST 0-formula ��.It should be clear that � is satis�able (in a model for PTL) i� �� is satis�able(in a tt-model). Consequently, the satis�ability problem for ST 0-formulas isPSPACE-complete. This proves Theorem 3.As to ST 01-formulas, it is not hard to see that such a formula ' is satis�ablein a tt-model i� it is satis�ed in a model hT;L; ai, where L is a strict linear orderwith � `(') points and T is determined by a set of � (`('))2 forks. This yieldsa satis�ability checking algorithm which is in NP, and thus proves Theorem 4(ii).Let us consider now ST 2-formulas and assume again that we have only onetemporal operator U . Suppose ' 2 ST 2. As before term(') is the set of regionterms occurring in '; now besides region variables it may contain. terms of theform 3+X , 2+X , and X .De�nition 34 (run). Suppose I is a state function for '. By a run r in Iwe mean a function r = hr1; r2; r3i with domain N such that, for all n 2 N,there exists a fork f = hWf; Rfi underlying some labelled fork in F n such thatr1(n) is the root of f and r2(n); r3(n) are its immediate successors, and for alli 2 f1; 2; 3g and n 2 N,� t 2 lf(ri(n)) i� t 2 lg(ri(n+ 1)),� 2+t 2 lf(ri(n)) i�, for all m > n, t 2 lg(ri(m)),� 3+t 2 lf(ri(n)) i� there exists m > n such that t 2 lg(ri(m)).De�nition 35 (FSA-quasimodel). A pair hI;Ri consisting of a state func-tion I with I(n) = hF n;�ni and a �nite set of runs R in I is called a FSA{quasimodel for ' if� �U 2 I(n) i� there exists k > n such that  2 �k and � 2 �l for alll 2 (n; k) and n 2 N.� for all n 2 N and fork f underlying a labelled fork in F n there exists r 2 Rsuch that Wf = fr1(n); r2(n); r3(n)g.Say that ' is satis�ed in the quasimodel I if ' 2 �n for some n 2 N.Theorem 36. The following conditions are equivalent:1. A formula ' 2 ST 2 is satis�ed in a tt-model with FSA,2. ' is satis�ed in a FSA{quasimodel for '.3. ' is satis�ed in a tt-model with �nite domain.Proof (1) ) (2). By Theorem 21, we may assume that ' is satis�ed in att-model M = hT;N; ai with FSA the underlying topological space T of whichis determined by a disjoint union F = hW;Ri of forks.For every n 2 N, de�ne an equivalence relation �n on the set of forks in F bytaking f �n g i� there is an isomorphism � from f onto g such that x 2 a(t; n) i�20



�(x) 2 a(t; n), for all t 2 term(') and all x in f. Observe that, because of FSA,the set f�n: n 2 Ng is �nite. Pick a representative of every �n-equivalenceclass (such that the representatives coincide whenever �n=�m) and de�ne F nto be the set of all selected representatives labelled in accordance with a.Let f be a fork in F. De�ne rf = Drf1; rf2; rf3E as follows: for n 2 N, let�n be the isomorphism from f onto the representative fn of f in F n such thatx 2 a(t; n) i� �n(x) 2 a(t; n), for all t and x 2 Wf. Put� rf1(n) = �n(af),� rf2(n) = �n(bf),� rf3(n) = �n(cf)It is not di�cult to see that all rf are runs and thatR = frf : f a fork in Fgis �nite. Let �n be the set of all formulas in sub(') that hold inM at moment n.It is easy to check that the pair hI;Ri with I(n) = hF n;�ni is a FSA-quasimodelsatisfying '.(2) ( (3). Suppose ' is satis�ed in a FSA-quasimodel hI;Ri for '.De�ne a topological temporal model M = hT;N; ai as follows. The topolog-ical space T is determined by the frame F = hW;Ri, whereW = R� fa; b; cgand, for all x; y 2WxRy i� x = y _ 9r 2 R (x = hr; ai & (y = hr; bi _ y = hr; ci)) :And the assignment a is de�ned bya(X;n) = fhr; di : X 2 lr(n)(dr(n))g:It is not hard to check by induction that ' is satis�ed inM. ClearlyW is �nite.(3) ) (1) is trivial. 2We �x a formula ' 2 ST 2 and an enumeration 
h1; : : : ; hn'� of all labelledforks for ', n' � 22�jterm(')j.Let hI;Ri be a FSA-quasimodel for ' with I(n) = hF n;�ni. In what followswe write r(i) = r(j) for a run r = hr1; r2; r3i 2 R and i; j 2 N whenever� hr1(i); r2(i); r3(i)i = hr1(j); r2(j); r3(j)i and� lF i(rk(i)) = lF j (rk(j)), for all k 2 f1; 2; 3g.We write r(i) = hwhenever h is the labelled fork in F i based on fr1(i); r2(i); r3(i)g.De�ne an equivalence relation �R on N by taking i �R j i�� I(i) = I(j) and� 8r 2 R r(i) = r(j). 21



Denote by [n]R the �R-equivalence class generated by n.Besides, for each n 2 N, we de�ne one more equivalence relation �nR on Nby taking i �nR j i� I(i) = I(j) and� for every r 2 R there is r0 2 R such that r(n) = r0(n) and r(i) = r0(j),� for every r 2 R there is r0 2 R such that r(n) = r0(n) and r(j) = r0(i).Lemma 37. For every n 2 N, the number of pairwise distinct �nR-equivalenceclasses does not exceed \(') � ](') � 22�22�jterm(')j :Proof Fix some n 2 N and de�ne a function �i(k; l), for i 2 N, k; l � n', bytaking �i(k; l) = � 1 if 9r 2 R r(n) = hk & r(i) = hl;0 otherwise:We then have i �nR j whenever I(i) = I(j) and �i(k; l) = �j(k; l), for allk; l � n'. It remains to observe that the number of functions from f1; : : : ; n'g2into f0; 1g is 2n2' . 2The following is easily proved:Lemma 38. Every FSA-quasimodel hI;Ri for ' contains a FSA-quasimodelhI1 � I2;Qi such that jI1j � ](') and [n]Q is in�nite, for every n � jI1j.Lemma 39. Let hI;Ri be a quasimodel for ', n < i < j, and i �nR j.Then 
I�i � I>j ;Q = R�i �n R>j� is also a FSA-quasimodel for ', whereR�i �n R>j = fr�i1 � r>j2 : r1; r2 2 R; r1(i) = r2(j); r1(n) = r2(n)g:Moreover, for all n0 > j, if n �R n0 then n �Q n0 � (j � i).Proof Follows immediately from the de�nition of i �nR j. 2Lemma 40. Let hI = I1 � I2;Ri be a FSA-quasimodel for ' (in which we haveI(n) = hFn;�ni) such that n = jI1j � ](') and [m]R is in�nite for all m > n.Then hI;Ri contains a FSA-subquasimodel of the form 
I1 � I0 � I>l2 ;Q�, forsome l � 0, such that(i) jI0j � \(') � (24�jterm(')j � 3 � jterm(')j + 1 + 22�jsub(')j � jsub(')j);(ii) for every f = hWf; lfi 2 F n there is a run r 2 Q through f realizing allterms of the form 3+X in Sx2Wf lf(x) in jI0j steps;(iii) every  1U 2 2 �n is realized in jf0j steps;(iv) n �Q jI1 � I0j;2(v) for every labelled fork f 2 F n there is a run r 2 Q through f.2Note that I(n) = I0(0) = I>l2 (0) = I(jI1 � I0j).
22



Proof Suppose f = hWf; lfi 2 F n, 3+X 2 lf(x), for some x 2 Wf, and r is arun through f. Take k 2 f1; 2; 3g such that x = rk(n).Then there exists m > 0 such that X 2 lFn+m(rk(n+m)). Assume now that0 < i < j < m, r(n+ i) = r(n+ j) and n+ i �Rn n+ j. In view of Lemma 39,DI1 � I�i2 � I>j2 ;Q0 = R�n+i �n R>n+jEis a FSA-subquasimodel of hI;Ri, r�n+i � r>n+j is a run through f, and for alln0 > n + j we have n �Q0 n0 � (j � i) whenever n �R n0. Thus we obtain aFSA-subquasimodel DI1 � I�02 � I3;Q0Eof hI;Ri such that there is a run r1 2 Q0 through f realizing 3+X inm1 � 22�jterm(')j � \(')steps and such that, for all n0 > n +m1 we have n �Q0 n0 � (j � i) whenevern �R n0. In particular, [n]Q0 is in�nite.After that we consider another formula 3+Z 2 lf(x), for some x 2 Wfand assume that it is realized in m2 > m1 steps in r1. Using Lemma 39 onceagain (and deleting states in the interval I3(m1); : : : ; I3(m2)) we construct aFSA-subquasimodel DI1 � I�02 � I�m13 � I4;Q1Eof hI;Ri and a run r2 through f realizing both 3+X and 3+Z in 2 �22�jterm(')j �\(') steps, with [n]Q1 being in�nite.Having analyzed all distinct terms of the form 3+X which occur in somelf(x) we obtain a FSA-subquasimodelDI1 � I�12 � I 0;Q0Eof hI;Ri with �nite Q0 and a run r0 2 Q0 through f realizing all 3+-terms inm0 � 3 � jterm(')j � 22�jterm(')j � \(') steps. The class [n]Q0 is in�nite.Then we consider in the same manner another labelled fork f0 2 F n. How-ever, this time we can delete states only after I 0(m0). And so forth. Thus wearrive at a FSA-subquasimodelDI1 � I�02 � I 00;Q00Eof hI;Ri with in�nite [n]Q00 and such that all terms of the form 3+X whichoccur in some lFn(x) are realized by some r 2 Q0 in� 22�jterm(')j � 3 � jterm(')j � 22�jterm(')j � \(')steps.To comply with (iii) we need 22�jsub(')j � \(') � jsub(')j further steps.Finally, we need at most \(') new states to comply with (iv).(v) is satis�ed by the construction. 2De�nition 41 (suitable pair). Say that an ordered pair hf; lfi, hg; lgi of la-belled forks for ' is suitable if there is an isomorphism � from f onto g suchthat, for all t, 2+t, and 3+t in term(') and all x 2Wf,23



� t 2 lf(x) i� t 2 lg(�(x)),� 2+t 2 lf(x) i� t;2+t 2 lg(�(x)),� 3+t 2 lf(x) i� t 2 lg(�(x)) or 3+t 2 lg(�(x)).An ordered pair �, 	 of formula types is suitable if for every  1U 2: 1U 2 2 �,  2 2 	 or  1U 2 2 	:Now the decidability of the satis�ability problem for formulas in ST 2 inFSA-models follows from the following result:Theorem 42. A formula ' is satis�able in a tt-model with FSA i� there existtwo state functions I1; I2 of length� l1 � ]('),� l2 � \(') � (24�jterm(')j � 3 � jterm(')j+ 22�jsub(')j � \(') � jsub(')j+ 1).with I = I1 � I�2such that the following holds (for I(n) = hF n;�ni):1. (a) ' 2 �0,(b) for i < l1 + l2, �i;�i+1 is suitable,(c) �l1+l2�1;�l1 is suitable,(d) for every i � l1 and every  U 2 2 U 2 �i:  1U 2 is realized inl1 + l2 � i steps;2. for every i < l1 + l2 and every labelled fork hi in F i there is a sequenceh0; : : : ; hl1+l2�1 such that(a) hj 2 F j , for every j < l1 + l2,(b) the pair hj ; hj+1 is suitable, for every j < l1 + l2 � 1,(c) hl1+l2�1; hl1 is suitable;3. for every i � l1 and every labelled fork hi in F i, there is a sequenceh0; : : : ; hl1+l2�1 such that(a) every 3+t from hi is realized in l1 + l2 � i steps in h0; : : : ; hl1+l2�1,(b) hj 2 F j , for every j < l1 + l2,(c) the pair hj ; hj+1 is suitable, for every j < l1 + l2 � 1,(d) hl1+l2�1; hl1 is suitable.Proof Firstly we show that ' is satis�able in a FSA-quasimodel whenever we�nd an I satisfying the conditions of the theorem. To this end suppose I satis�esthose conditions. It su�ces to show that there exists a set of runs R in I suchthat hI;Ri is a FSA-quasimodel.Say that a sequence h0; : : : ; hl1+l2�1 is of type 1 (type 2) if it satis�es condition2 (respectively, condition 3 for i = l1) in the formulation of the theorem. Clearly,24



there are �nitely many sequences of type 1, and every sequence of type 2 is alsoa sequence of type 1.Let R consist of all in�nite words of the forms1 � (s�l12 � s�l13 )� and s1 � (s�l13 � s�l12 )�;where s1, s3 are sequences of type 1 and s2 is a sequence of type 2 such that� the pair s1(l1 + l2 � 1), s2(l1) is suitable and� s2(l1) = s3(l1).It is readily checked that every such word is a run in I and that hI;Ri is aFSA-quasimodel for '.Conversely, it follows from Lemma 40 that there exists an I satisfying theconditions above whenever ' is satis�ed in a FSA-quasimodel for '. 26 Temporal models of Euclidean spaceAlthough RCC was formulated as a �rst-order theory that can be interpretedin arbitrary topological spaces, of course the intended models for various ap-plications are one-, two-, or three-dimensional Euclidean spaces, i.e., Rn forn = 1; 2; 3 with the standard interior operator.3 Renz [27] showed that for pureRCC-8-formulas satis�ability in arbitrary topological spaces coincides with sat-is�ability in R, and so in Rn for any n > 0; R3 is enough to realize any set ofsatis�able RCC-8 formulas using only connected regions.Let us observe �rst that this result of [27] cannot be generalized to RCC-8extended with the operation _ intended to form unions of regions.Proposition 43. There exists a satis�able RCC-8 formula ' with _ which is notsatis�able in any connected4 topological space. In particular, ' is not satis�ablein Rn for any n � 1.Proof Take the conjunction ' of the following predicates:EQ(X1 [X2; Y ); NTPP(X1; Y ); NTPP(X2; Y ); DC(Y; Z):Clearly, ' is satis�ed in the topological space consisting of three points andhaving the identical interior operator.Note now that if ' holds in some topological space, then the region X1 [X2is closed and included in the interior of Y . On the other hand, it coincideswith Y . Hence Y is both closed and open. However, Y is not the whole spacebecause it is disjoint with Z. 2Since the operation of forming unions of regions is implicitly available in thelanguage ST 2 (in the form of 3+), we obtain the followingProposition 44. There is an ST 2-formula satis�able in some tt-model withFSA, but not in a model based on a connected topological space, in particularRn , for any n � 1.3Cohn [10] notes, however, that in some applications discrete or even �nite topologicalspaces may be preferable.4A space is called connected if it is not the union of two disjoint non-empty open sets.25



Proof Let ' be the conjunction of the predicates:EQ(3+X;Y ); NTPP(X;Y ); NTPP(3+X;Y ); DC(Y; Z):As in the proof above, we can show that if ' holds at some moment of time,then Y at that moment must be clopen. 2Fortunately, this is not the case for ST 1-formulas.Theorem 45. If a set of ST 1-formulas is satis�able in a tt-model then it isalso satis�able in a model based on Rn , for any n � 1.Proof As follows from the proof of Theorem 21, it su�ces to show that if a set� of RCC-8 predicates and their negations has a topological model determinedby a Kripke modelM = hF;Vi in which F is a disjoint union of countably manyforks, then � has a topological model based on R.So let us assume that � has such a modelM and F is the disjoint union of !forks fn, n < !, with three points: an, the root, and its two successors bn andcn. Denote by Xnab the set of all region variables X such thatV(X) \ fn = fan; bng:Analogously, Xnac, and Xnabc are the sets of all region variables X such thatV(X) \ fn = fan; cng;V(X) \ fn = fan; bn; cng;respectively. And let Xn = Xnab [ Xnac [ Xnabc.De�ne a partial order � on Xn by takingX � Y i� M j= 8(X ! Y ):For each n < !, we then choose three maps� fnab : Xnab 7! (0; 0:2),� fnac : Xnac 7! (0; 0:2),� fnabc : Xabc 7! (0:3; 0:4)in such a way that, for every �e 2 fab; ac; abcg and all X;Y 2 Xn�e ,fn�e (X) < fn�e (Y ) if X � Y;and fn�e (X) = fn�e (Y ) if X � Y & Y � X:Clearly, such maps exist.Then we put� an(X) = [n� fnab(X); n] for every X 2 Xnab,� an(X) = [n; n+ fnac(X)] for every X 2 Xnac,� an(X) = [n� fnabc(X); n+ fnabc(X)] for every X 2 Xnabc,26



� an(X) = ; for every X =2 Xn.Finally, let a(X) = [n<! an(X)for all region variables X .It is a matter of routine now to show that � holds in the topological spaceR under the assignment a. We will consider here only two cases.Suppose EC(X;Y ) 2 �. Then there is n < ! such thatan 2 V(X) \V(Y ); (2)but Sn<!fbn; cng is disjoint with V(X)\V(Y ). It follows that a(X) and a(Y )are externally connected by all n for which (2) holds.Suppose NTPP(X;Y ) 2 �. Then a(X) � a(Y ) and a(Y ) � a(X) 6= ;. Itremains to show that a(X) is included in the interior of a(Y ). Let x 2 a(X).Then x 2 an(X), for some n < !. It su�ces to show that r is in the interior ofan(Y ). Three cases are possible:Case 1: X 2 Xnab. Then Y 2 Xnab or Y 2 Xnabc. If Y 2 Xnab, then x is in theinterior of an(X), since fnab(X) < fnab(Y ) (recall that M j= 8(X ! Y ) but notvice versa). If Y 2 Xnabc, then x is in the interior of an(Y ) since the range of fnabis contained in (0; 0:2) while the range of fnabc is contained in (0:3; 0:4).Case 2: X 2 Xnac. This case is dual to Case 1.Case 3: X 2 Xnabc. Then Y 2 Xnabc (since M j= 8(X ! Y )) and fnabc(X) <fnabc(Y ) from which we deduce that x is in the interior of an(Y ). 27 ConclusionIn this paper we constructed a family of logics intended for qualitative knowledgerepresentation and reasoning about the behaviour of spatial regions in time. Weproved that reasoning in these logics is e�ective and estimated its computationalcomplexity. We also found out the relationship between topological temporalmodels based on abstract topological spaces and those on Euclidean ones.The obtained results make the �rst step in the study of e�ective spatio-temporal formalisms. Many interesting problems remain open for investigation.Here are some of them, connected with the logics constructed in the paper.(1) Theorems 4, 7, and 9 establish only upper bounds for the complexityof the satis�ability problem for ST +i , i > 0. Do they coincide with the lowerbounds?(2) It may be of interest to extend the logics ST i with in�nitary opera-tors which allow us to construct formulas of the form Vn2NR(X;nY ) andWn2NR(X;nY ) to say, for instance, that Wn2N P(Russia;nEU), i.e., sometime in the future the whole Russia as it is today will become part of the EU.(3) FSA assumes that we can apply 2+ and 3+ only to region terms thathave �nitely many possible states. To allow for in�nite sets of states, one mayconsider models that are `compact' in the sense that regions can change in�nitelyoften and have in�nitely many possible states, but there are �nitely many max-imal and minimal (with respect to �) states starting from each n 2 N. We27
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